DATA SHEET
Unlock Improved Production Visibility,
Collaboration, & Order Prioritization
with the LeanDNA Clear to Build Report
Inventory operations are
more dynamic than ever, and
manufacturers need greater
visibility into material shortages,
as well as clear actionable
insights to know which
production orders are most
impacted. By prioritizing the
most critical material shortages,
your procurement teams can
reduce wasted resources and
delays caused by pulling the
wrong parts and improve
operational efficiency for
production orders.
LeanDNA’s Clear to Build report
gives production planners
visibility into orders that
are ready to build, surfaces
parts preventing orders from
becoming clear to build, and
enables planners and buyers to
better collaborate and prioritize
orders to improve COTD.
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GAIN VISIBILITY INTO INDIVIDUAL ORDER PROGRESS
TO DRIVE PRIORITIZATION
The Clear to Build report includes a Production Order view, detailing
individual order progress and items blocking that progress for
enhanced planner visibility and prioritization.

KEY FEATURES
CLEAR TO BUILD PROGRESS BARS: Items needed for each order are split
into four types:
SOLID GREEN: Inventory on hand covers
Production Order Quantity
OUTLINED GREEN: Incoming supply scheduled
to arrive before requirement date
OUTLINED RED: Incoming supply scheduled
to arrive after requirement date
SOLID RED: No supply on order
EXPAND/COLLAPSE ORDERS: See detailed data on the items for that
order and their supply statuses from buyers.
ROBUST FILTERING OPTIONS: Filter by planner, priority, CTB progress
type and more to pinpoint critical orders based on your desired criteria.

STREAMLINE COLLABORATION BETWEEN PLANNERS
& BUYERS TO OPTIMIZE PRODUCTION
The Clear-to-build report enables planners to easily define
prioritization and see buyer statuses for better collaboration and
execution against COTD.

KEY FEATURES
FLAG PRIORITY ORDERS: Planners can flag production orders that
should be viewed as higher priority vs unflagged orders.
SUPPLY COMMENTS: Supply Comments are included to assist with
Planner and Buyer collaboration. Comments can be added directly to
Purchase Order and Production Orders in the Clear to Build report, and
they can also be pulled from other relevant LeanDNA reports for even
further visibility, including the Purchase Order report, the Shortages by
Item report, and the Shortages by Order report.

Ready to see it in action?
Contact us for an in-depth demo of shortage management in LeanDNA: leandna.com/request-demo
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